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FYI...To:	Eileen_Sullivan @ jfk-arrb.govcc:	 (bcc: Eileen Sullivan/ARRB)From:	"Derek J. Larsson" 

<derek_larsson @ 3com.com> @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   Date:	08/25/98 06:51:48 PM GMTSubject:	Re: 

The Head Shot from the Front Attention: ARRB>                 EVIDENCE OF THE HEAD SHOT FROM THE FRONT>>                      

Michael T. Griffith>                             1996>                      @All Rights Reserved>>      As more has been learned 

about President Kennedy's head> wounds, it has become increasingly apparent that he was> struck in the 

head by a bullet that was fired from in front of> the limousine.  This, of course, contradicts the Warren> 

Commission's lone-gunman scenario that all the shots were> fired from behind, by a lone assassin.  This shot 

from the front> hit the President's head in the area of the right temple and> then exited the right rear part of 

his skull, leaving a large,> orange-sized defect in the right occipital-parietal region.> (The term "right occipital-

parietal" is another way of saying> "the right rear part of the head.")  The evidence of this frontal> shot to the 

head includes the following:>> * Massive eyewitness testimony, much of it given by experienced> doctors and 

nurses who saw the body at Parkland Hospital or> during the autopsy, that there was a large hole in the right 

rear> part of Kennedy's head.>> * Eyewitness accounts of a small entry-like wound in the> President's right 

temple.>> * Eyewitness accounts of a bullet striking the area of the> right temple.>> * Expert analysis of the 

right frontal spray and explosion seen> in the Zapruder film.>> * The autopsy x-rays of the President's skull.>>      

Let us begin with the testimony concerning the large defect> in the right occipital-parietal region of President 

Kennedy's> head:>> The Large Defect> ---------------->>      The location of the large defect is a crucial issue.  

WC> supporters claim that the large head wound, i.e., the exit wound,> was on the right side of the head--not 

in the back at all, but> strictly on the right side.  They also maintain that there was> substantial damage to the 

top of the head.  For the most part,> they further claim that all of the witnesses who reported seeing> a large 

defect in the right rear part of the head were simply> mistaken.  This view was tenuous from the moment it 

was espoused.> With the release of the previously sealed interviews conducted by> the House Select 

Committee on Assassinations (HSCA) with the> autopsy witnesses, among other things, it is patently 

untenable.> The transcripts of these interviews show that virtually every> single autopsy witness saw the 

same large head wound described by> the medical personnel at Parkland Hospital.>>      A number of the 

doctors and nurses at Parkland Hospital,> where the President was taken immediately after the shooting, got> 

a good look at his head injuries.  Here is some of what they had> to say about the large defect in the back of 

the head:>> * Dr. Kemp Clark:>>      . . . a bullet had gone in and out of the back of his head>      causing 

external lacerations and loss of brain tissue.>>      . . . a large, gaping loss of tissue . . . back of his>      head . . . 
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